GMUN Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes  
Tuesday, June 15, 2010  
1:00-2:00 pm  
655 McNamara  


Unable to attend: Sujata Das  

Introduction of new GMUNAC committee members and current members:  
- Kirsti Hendrickson, Dept of Neuroscience  
- Aaron Schilz, Cancer Center  
- Corey Graves, Cardiovascular Div & Lillehei Health Inst  
- Jordan Webb, Dept of Pediatrics  

Recognition of retiring GMUNAC committee members:  
- Gayle Anderson  
- Karen Hawkinson  
- Lezlie Nordquist  
- Sallie Quammen  

May 20th GMUN Spring General Meeting wrap-up  
- Reviewed evaluations  
- Brainstormed options for achieving more response on evaluations  
- Can the general meetings offer CA hours?  

Cost share policies and procedures discussion (Sue)  
- Are cost share account codes inadvertently not being changed?  
- NOGAs and ImageNow discussion  

Updates – SPECTRUM, others  
- Pamela shared that the SPECTRUM series continues to roll out more classes  
- NIH final rule comments are requested by Pamela  

Other agenda items  
- Cost share HSAs & checklist when PI’s go on sabbatical (Sue)  

Next Meeting: Tuesday, July 13, 2010, 1:00 p.m., 433 Johnston